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A previously unexplained background called the Low Energy Excess (LEE) has negatively im-
pacted the reach of a variety of low threshold calorimeters including light dark matter direct detection
and coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering experiments. The relaxation of stressed aluminium
films as mediated by the motion of dislocations may account for these observations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Low threshold calorimeters used for rare event searches
(e.g. light dark matter direct detection, coherent elas-
tic neutrino-nucleus scattering) have observed an excess
of low energy phonon events often called the Low En-
ergy Excess (or LEE) which has constrained their sci-
ence reach [1–3]. The rate of this background has been
observed to rise around ∼ 100 eV, with eV scale thresh-
old detectors observing LEE rates approaching the order
of Hz. Individual LEE events have been observed to in-
volve no ionization [4], but to otherwise mimic a particle
interaction in pulse shape [5]. Additionally, this back-
ground has been observed to decrease in rate with time
since the cryogenic system has been cooled down, and
to reset at least in part when the detector is warmed up
and re-cooled [5]. Taken in concert, these observations
indicate that the LEE is not a previously unknown par-
ticle background, but instead a detector specific effect.
Existing models of low energy backgrounds in ionization
sensitive detectors [6] do not explain either the rate [6]
or the lack of ionization [4] of LEE events.

Recent work has shown that the relaxation of mechani-
cal stress associated with the detector holding can create
events which mimic the LEE in spectral shape and time
dependence [7]. However, even after the detector holding
stress was greatly reduced, a residual LEE component
remained, which Ref. [7] attributed to the relaxation of
thermally induced stress in the films from which the de-
tector readout sensors were constructed.

In this paper, I present a model of how the relaxation
of aluminium films can create events which are consistent
with the LEE. As no first-principles model of LEE events
has been proposed, this model represents an important
first step towards a testable model of excess events. This
model specifically focuses on the relaxation of aluminium,
due to its wide use in low temperature devices including
TESs [8], KIDs [9], and superconducting qubit based de-
vices [10, 11]. Different materials with similar structure
(FCC metals with low Peierls stresses, e.g. Au, Cu...)
may also relax similarly. See Appendix C for further dis-
cussion.
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This model may also be applicable to observations of
relaxing quasiparticle burst rates in quantum circuits [12,
13], but focuses on “LEE” observations in calorimeters
used as particle detectors.

II. OVERVIEW

In this paper, I present a model showing that disloca-
tion mediated relaxation in thermally stressed aluminium
films produces events which are broadly consistent with
the LEE.

• When deposited on silicon or similar substrates
and when cooled to mK temperatures, differential
thermal contraction between the substrate and alu-
minium will induce stresses on the order of 100s of
MPa [14, 15], well in excess of the aluminium bulk
yield strength.
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FIG. 1. A sketch of a the model discussed in this paper.
An aluminium film deposited on a silicon (or other crystal)
substrate contracts relative to the substrate when cooled to
mK temperatures, stressing the film. The relaxation of this
film is mediated by dislocations (thick lines), which allow
the film to deform through their motion. These dislocations
can become stuck or “pinned” (shown here pinned against a
“forest dislocation,” see text), trapping them in a metastable
state. These dislocations can tunnel free at later times and
accelerate across the film. When these dislocations hit the
film-substrate interface, they decelerate quickly, releasing en-
ergetic phonons into the silicon substrate.
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• The stressed film will partially relax through the
motion of dislocations [15], however, some of these
dislocations will become stuck at “pinning” sites in
a metastable state [16–18].

• These metastable pinned states will later relax
through tunneling [19]. The relaxation rate of these
pinned states scales approximately as 1/t for a
generic model.

• Once dislocations are released from the pinned
state, they will accelerate towards the film-crystal
interface, where their impact with the film-crystal
interface will release energy in the form of phonon
bursts. These phonons are emitted in close proxim-
ity to the film-crystal interface, and are primarily
directed down into the crystal, leaving little energy
in the film in which the relaxation took place.

To model the properties of these dislocation relaxation
events, I created two codes (available publicly at Ref.
[20]):

• A one dimensional numerical evaluation of the dis-
location equations of motion (see Sec. V and Ap-
pendix A) to simulate the spectrum of phonons
emitted from a differential length of dislocation in-
teracting with the film-crystal interface.

• A Monte Carlo based simulation of the spectrum
expected from the relaxation of many dislocations
given an average dislocation density and stress field
(see Sec. VI and Appendix A). This simulation uses
the results of the previous simulation to inform the
efficiency of converting stress energy to above-gap
phonons for a given dislocation configuration.

These codes rely on linear elasticity theory, and there-
fore fail to accurately model the dynamics of dislocations
moving close to the speed of sound or within several in-
teratomic spacings of the film-crystal interface (see Sec.
V). In this model, dislocations which create the LEE are
commonly in this regime. Additionally, the Monte Carlo
based simulation neglects the role of grain boundaries,
which would serve to impede dislocations, changing both
the depinning and phonon emission processes (see Sec.
VI for further discussion). See Appendix D for a discus-
sion of possible future work.

I will conclude by summarizing experimental evidence
for this model, highlighting areas of tension between my
simulations and experimental results, and by discussing
the implications for low threshold cryogenic calorimeter
design and operation.

III. METAL FILM STRESS AND
DEFORMATION

When thin aluminium films (used to construct e.g.
phonon collection fins or wiring in cryogenic DM de-
tectors) are deposited on common crystalline substrates

(e.g. silicon, sapphire, germanium...) and are cooled to
mK temperatures, they will contract relative to the sub-
strate by a factor of ϵ ≈ 4×10−3 [14]. This biaxial strain
induces a stress of σ ≈ 400 MPa, well in excess of both
the ∼ 1 − 10 MPa Peierls stress [21] (inherent to dislo-
cation transport through the crystal lattice) and 100 -
200 MPa yield stresses measured in thin aluminium films
[22].

Metals deform through the motion of dislocations, line-
like defects in the crystal structure which are driven by
stress fields. To completely relax a ∼ 4 × 10−3 strain,
dislocations at a density of ∼ 1010 cm−2 = (100 nm)−1/2

would need to travel ∼ 100 nm [16]. These scales indi-
cate that dislocations will travel distances on the order
of the dislocation spacing and a significant fraction of the
film thickness. Simulations of this process confirm these
estimates, and suggest that the residual stresses are on
the order of 100 MPa [15].
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FIG. 2. Sketches of the impact of LEE events caused by alu-
minium relaxation in different detector architectures. In each
detector type (TES, KID, qubits e.g. [10, 11]), aluminium
(purple) is commonly used in constructing phonon collec-
tion fins, wiring, resonators, and Josephson junctions. This
model predicts that aluminium relaxation (orange stars) cre-
ates bursts of phonons (dark red) in the detector substrates,
which in turn create quasiparticles (red) in the detector su-
perconductors. Depending on the rate and energy scale, these
can appear as individual events, sub-threshold noise, or a
residual quasiparticle population (“quasiparticle poisoning”).
Relaxation may also inject quasiparticles directly into the de-
tector superconductors (see text). Sketches are not to scale.
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IV. DISLOCATION PINNING AND
DEPINNING

As they travel through the metal crystal, individ-
ual dislocations may become stuck on obstacles (often
called “pinning sites” or “locks”), becoming trapped in
metastable excited states. Both dislocations which are
not coplanar with the moving dislocation (“forest dislo-
cations”) [23] and substitutional impurity atoms [18] are
plausible candidates for these pinning sites. A detailed
comparison of these two pinning mechanisms will be left
for future work, and will not be considered further here,
where I will focus on forest dislocation pinning.

In either case, a dislocation lock will immediately fail
when the resolved shear stress on the dislocation exceeds
a critical stress

τc = αµb/L ≈ α
(6GPa)

L/(1nm)
(1)

where µ is the shear modulus, b is the Burgers vector,
and L is the length of the dislocation pulling on the pin-
ning site (longer dislocations will induce more force on a
pointlike pinning site) [18]. α is a dimensionless constant
ranging from ∼ 0.8 [23] in the case of certain forest dislo-
cation locks to ∼ 0.01 in the case of certain substitutional
atom pinning sites [18] which quantifies the strength of
the pinning.

Dislocations with an actual resolved shear stress τ on
the pinned dislocation close to the critical stress τc can
tunnel from the metastable pinned state into the free
state at arbitrarily low temperatures. Mott [19] estimates
the rate of this tunneling as

r(τ) = νD exp

(
− 2Aaη(τ)

√
2MW0

ℏ2

)
(2)

where η = (1 − τ/τc), νD is the Debye frequency, A is
a constant Mott takes to be unity, a is the interatomic
spacing, W0 is an activation energy which Mott takes as
∼ 1 eV, andM is the mass per unit width of the tunneling
entity which I take as the mass of one aluminium atom
(although other estimates imply it could be somewhat
lower [24]). Using these estimates, the tunneling rate
becomes

r(τ) ≈ νD exp
(
− 900αη(τ)

)
= νD exp(−Γη(τ)) (3)

Note that different authors give significantly different es-
timates of these factors, see e.g. Refs. [24, 25].

The total depinning rate R(t) (where t is the time after
cooldown) for a large number N of pinned dislocations in
a metal film can be estimated by assuming the probabil-
ity distribution of η is flat and ranges between 0 and 1.
This is equivalent to the assumption that τ is randomly
distributed from 0 to τc at every pinning site, which ap-
pears reasonable given the pre-stress dislocation starting
position (setting τ), pinned dislocation length (setting
τc), and local stress field (set by e.g. the location of close

by grain boundaries) would be expected to vary quasi-
randomly for each individual pinned dislocation. In real-
ity, experiments are only sensitive to η in a narrow range
around η ≈ 0.05, given the need to relax on time scales
comparable to the length of an experiment. In any case,
taking the “flat η” approximation, I integrate over η to
obtain

R(t) = N

∫ 1

0

r(η) exp
(
− r(η)t

)
dη (4)

=
N

Γt

(
exp(−νDte−Γ)− exp(−νDt)

)
(5)

where the factor in parenthesis approaches one for Γ >>
ln(νDt) and νDt >> 1, leaving us with

R(t) ≈ N

Γt
(6)

Critically, this estimate indicates that the upset rate
falls off with 1/t rather than exponentially. The effective
measured time constant of the LEE rate will therefore
scale with the time at which the measurement was taken
(consistent with observations both in detectors [5] and
in quantum circuits [12]). The 1/t scaling only holds as-
suming that the probability distribution of η is relatively
flat; subsequent warm up/cool down cycles (in e.g. Ref.
[5]) may alter this scaling.
Detailed atomistic simulations of the dislocation de-

pinning process are needed to validate this model, and
to improve depinning rate estimates (i.e., to model Γ).

V. PHONON CREATION

After unpinning, dislocations will accelerate through
the film with essentially no friction. Both electron and
phonon scattering is frozen out due to the superconduc-
tivity of the film and the low temperature, and the radi-
ation of energy from the dislocation through interactions
with the Peierls potential is generally agreed to be small
[26, 27]. Eventually, these dislocations will hit an ob-
stacle, such as the film-substrate interface, grain bound-
aries, or forest dislocations. In general, the deceleration
of these dislocations will be damped through the radia-
tion of phonons [16] .
In this section, I will sketch a classical version of the

deceleration process following Ref. [16]. I will only ex-
plicitly consider dislocation interactions with the film-
substrate interface, as this interface should remain essen-
tially unchanged throughout the dislocation interaction.
It is important to emphasize that this classical contin-
uum approach undoubtedly neglects important effects,
especially the damping and phonon emission from the
dislocation within several b of the interface and around
ct. Better simulation of this process (possibly quantizing
the phonon emission process as in Ref. [28]) will be left
to future work.
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The force per unit length of a dislocation near the film-
crystal interface can be calculated with the “image dis-
location” method [29] as

F ∗ =
dF

dL
= τb+

µfb
2

2π

µs − µf

µs + µf

1

x
(7)

where x is the distance between the dislocation and film-
substrate interface along the slip plane, µf and µs are
the shear moduli of the film and substrate respectively,
and τ is the resolved shear stress on the dislocation due
to bulk stress in the film. Ref. [16] gives the effective
mass per unit length of the dislocation as

m∗ =
µfb

2

4πc2t
ln

(
ct
γωb

)
(8)

such that at every given point, the effective vibration
frequency of the dislocation (and of emitted phonons) is
given by Ref. [16] as

ω(x) =

√
dF∗

dx

m∗ =
ct
x

√
2
µs − µf

µs + µf

1

ln
(
ct/(γω(x)b)

) (9)

where γ ≈ 1.78 and ct is the transverse speed of sound
in the film.

The damping force on a vibrating dislocation [16] is

F ∗
rad =

dFrad

dL
=

µfb
2ω

8c2t
v (10)

In addition to this damping term, the dislocation loses
energy through reductions in it’s effective mass m∗, such
that the total energy radiated into the phonon system by
a differential length of dislocation is

∂Erad

∂L
=

∫ (
F ∗
radv +

1

2
v2

dm∗

dt

)
dt (11)

The energy radiated into above gap phonons can be cal-
culated by only summing energy emitted by the phonon
system while ℏω > 2∆Al. In general, these phonons will
cause events in detectors, given their ability to create the
quasiparticles which detection techniques are sensitive to.
TES based detectors have some additional sensitivity to
sub-aluminium-gap phonons, given phonons can be di-
rectly absorbed in the TES itself.

Imposing phonon-dislocation momentum conservation
(as in Ref. [30]) implies that phonons which cause the
dislocation to decelerate are directed through the crystal-
film interface at close range (∼nm). Simulations show
that ∼80-90% of the above gap phonon energy is radiated
into the crystal, with only a small fraction of above-gap
energy radiated backwards into the film (see Figs. 4, 5).

Several effects likely serve to increase the amount of
energy deposited into the phonon system (vs. absorbed
locally in the film) compared to the behavior simulated
here. First, the phonon damping given by Ref. [16] was
calculated for dislocations with v << ct. This linear

first-order approximation of the phonon damping likely
under-estimates the amount of damping the fast-moving
dislocation experiences while first interacting with the
interface, implying that there is more emission into the
crystal than simulated here. Second, any phonon emit-
ted into the film has a high probability of leaking energy
into the crystal, through either escaping without inter-
acting (given the ∼ µm mean free paths of close-to-gap
phonons [31]) or through downconversion in which quasi-
isotropic secondary phonons are emitted. Finally, this
simulation assumes detectors are only sensitive to above-
aluminum-gap phonons, which neglects the often con-
siderable amount of sub-gap phonon sensitivity in TES
based detectors. Vastly more sub-gap phonons are emit-
ted into the crystal phonon system compared to into the
film (see Fig. 4), meaning that detectors sensitive to
these phonons are expected to see less energy absorbed
locally.

Broadly, these events should appear to be approxi-
mately consistent with substrate phonon events (e.g. cal-
ibration events, DM interactions) in which all energy par-
titions equally between all readout channels observing
the same crystal (see e.g. [32]). Due to the sub-ns time
scales involved, they should also deposit energy quickly
compared to the time scales of the sensor.

Improved simulations (see Appendix D) would greatly
aid in more accurately modeling the dislocation decel-
eration and phonon emission process, and lead to more
realistic estimates of the amount of energy absorbed in
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FIG. 3. The simulated motion and phonon radiation of
a typical differential length of dislocation (starting 50 nm
away from the film-substrate interface, in a 45 MPa resolved
shear stress field). Regions where the dislocation is emitting
phonons into the substrate are shaded in orange. The green
dotted line is at energy 2∆Al; phonons radiated with an en-
ergy above this line (and possibly below, see text) will be
measured by detector readout sensors.
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the film as opposed to emitted into the crystal phonon
system. Quantizing the phonon emission process (using
e.g. the dislon approach [28]) may also be important to
more accurately simulating this model.

VI. SPECTRUM SIMULATION

In general, the phonon energy released by a dislocation
relaxation event depends on the resolved shear stress ex-
perienced by the dislocation and the distance between
the dislocation pinning point and the interface.

To simulate the spectrum of energies which would be
expected for dislocation relaxation events of this type, I
sampled the distribution of possible dislocation resolved
shear stresses and starting locations. Given a disloca-
tion density of ρD, the distance that an otherwise un-
obstructed dislocation was pinned away from the film
interface was drawn from the distribution

Pr(hmax)τ = ρDL(τ)e−hmax/(ρDL(τ)) (12)

where L(τ) is the length of the pinned dislocation (see
Eqn. 1). Loosely taking the results in Ref. [15] (which
were performed in two rather than three dimensions
and assume a manually set dislocation source density of
50µm−2), I simulate three spectra for ρD = (30 nm)−2,
(50 nm)−2, and (100 nm)−2. These dislocation densities
are broadly consistent with the wide range of values re-
ported in the literature (see for example Refs. [33–35]). I
assume every dislocation stops when pinned against an-
other dislocation, and assume that no grain boundaries
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FIG. 4. The simulated spectrum of phonons emitted from
the dislocation differential length shown in Fig. 3. The blue
spectrum shows the spectrum of phonons emitted downward
into the film-substrate interface, and red shows the spectrum
of phonons emitted upwards into the film. The dotted grey
line is at 2∆Al.

shorten either the length or mean free path of disloca-
tions.
Resolved shear stresses τ were determined by assuming

that the tensile stress σ0 was constant across from the
film, and by sampling over the orientations of the slip
plane relative to the applied tensile stress, parameterized
by the azimuthal angle θ.

Pr(θ) = cos(θ) (13)

τ(θ) =
σ0

2
sin(2θ) (14)

Again referencing the results of the simulation in Ref.
[15], I take σ0 = 120 MPa.
After drawing values for hmax and τ , the total above

gap phonon energy emitted into the substrate by the dis-
location relaxation event Etot was drawn for each sim-
ulated event (see Fig. 6). The total rate of events was
calculated using Eqn. 6 for a detector measured one week
after cooldown. The total number of pinning sites was
estimated to be N = AAlρD, (which is presumably an
over-estimate, given dislocations can also become stuck
at grain boundaries). The total event rate of events which
emitted non-zero amounts of above-gap energy was 0.37,
0.54, and 0.28 Hz of events for ρD = (30 nm)−2, (50
nm)−2, and (100 nm)−2 respectively.
Several simplifying assumptions underlie the simulated

spectra in Fig. 6, including that no grain boundaries at
the interface shorten the length or mean free path of dis-
locations, and that the dislocation density is even across
the entire device. Properties of grains at the interface are
difficult to measure, given commonly used atomic force
microscopy only measures the grain size at the film sur-
face; the grain scale is expected to be significantly dif-
ferent at the interface [36]. Lacking direct measurement,
it seems reasonable to assume that the mean scale of
grains could be smaller than the ∼100-200 nm length of
failing dislocations, potentially significantly reducing the
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tours on the right plot are cut off at 0.8. Note that for initial
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quantity of dislocations which can be released through
tunneling. In Fig. 6, lightly colored, scaled down spectra
attempt to capture some of this behavior.

Better comparisons between any given experiment and
this model will require both some knowledge of the grain
size distribution at the interface (and ideally the disloca-
tion density) and improvements to simulations such that
the grain size distribution can be used to more realisti-
cally model the event rate and energy scale (see Appendix
D).

VII. EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE

In addition to the well documented observation of low
energy excesses in dark matter direct detection experi-
ments, several pieces of experimental evidence support
this model.

Low temperature relaxation of stressed aluminium
through non-thermal processes (i.e. tunneling) is sup-
ported by the literature. Aluminium has been observed
to deform below liquid helium temperatures [37] and over
very long periods of time [38]. This long period defor-
mation has been reported to occur in individual sudden
relaxation events interspersed with long periods where
no relaxation occurs [39], possibly corresponding indi-
vidual dislocation relaxation events. In addition to these
“quantum creep” type observations, dislocation tunnel-
ing through pinning sites has been observed in “internal
friction” type experiments, which have allowed for the ob-
servation of dislocation pinning and depinning well below
the superconducting transition [25, 34, 40]. Work hard-
ening type effects (i.e. pinning increasing with increas-
ing dislocation densities) have also been observed [34],
strongly suggesting that dislocation-dislocation interac-
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FIG. 6. The simulated spectrum of phonon energies for
dislocation relaxation events at various dislocation densities
and at a bulk stress σ0 = 120 MPa for a simulated detector 1
week after cooldown (see text). Experimental measurements
from Refs. [2, 3] are superimposed. Lighter colored lines
correspond to simulated spectra scaled down by 10x and 100x.
See Section VI for details on the simulation and Appendix B
for details on the scaling of experimental results.

tions play a role in governing thin film aluminium relax-
ation. At higher temperatures, thin aluminium films on
silicon have been observed to yield under thermal stress
[41].
The interaction of dislocations with phonons is well

established through theory and simulation (see e.g. Refs.
[28, 42]). Unfortunately, the regime described in this
paper (the sudden deceleration of dislocations creating
high energy phonons) does not appear to be well-studied.

VIII. IMPLICATIONS FOR DETECTOR
DESIGN

Events of these types would form both backgrounds
and noise (sub-threshold) events for current generation
low temperature detectors which use aluminium thin
films. Reducing the rate of these excess events is there-
fore key to performing low background measurements
and building detectors with good energy resolution.
Most obviously, the rate of these events could be re-

duced by reducing the amount of aluminium on these
devices. Of course, excess non-instrumented metal films
on the device surface also serve to “soak up” phonons,
reducing the energy absorbed in individual sensors from
phonon mediated events.
Changes to the material properties of the film could

also reduce the impacts of the LEE. As suggested by
Fig. 6, increasing the dislocation density (through e.g.
work hardening) may best serve to decrease the rate of
high energy events. Decreasing interface grain sizes to re-
duce the number of dislocations which are long enough to
spontaneously relax could have a similar effect. The op-
posite approach (annealing to decrease dislocation densi-
ties) seems likely to produce limited improvements, given
the simulations shown in Fig. 6 and that dislocations will
naturally be seeded during the cooldown [15], effectively
undoing some of the effects of annealing. Any changes
to the material properties of the aluminium films would
need to preserve both a good coupling to the crystal
phonon system and a high quasiparticle diffusion length,
potentially posing difficulties when e.g. increasing dislo-
cation density or decreasing interface grain sizes.
Finally, attempts could be made to artificially depin

these metastable dislocations by temporarily increasing
the stress in the aluminium films on the device surface.
This could be achieved by e.g. flexing the detector sub-
strate (which would be impractical for thick dark matter
detectors) or by compressing the films from above to in-
crease the von Misses deviatoric stress in the film. Once
the excess film stress was reduced, the films would be left
in a more relaxed state, presumably with fewer disloca-
tion relaxation events.
If eliminating relaxation events from aluminium proves

difficult, substituting aluminium for other materials (see
Appendix C) in low temperature calorimeters may serve
to lower the rate of LEE events. Other materials used
for e.g. phonon collection fins would need to have similar
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superconducting transition temperatures (to retain sen-
sitivity to similar parts of the phonon spectrum), to have
good quasiparticle propagation, and efficient phonon ab-
sorbtion from the substrate. Finally, detector schemes
which use Josephson junctions (e.g. qubit based detec-
tors [10, 11]) may struggle to completely eliminate alu-
minium in their designs, given the favorable properties
of aluminium for constructing Josephson junctions.

IX. TENSION WITH EXPERIMENTS

This paper aims to present a proof-of-concept model
illustrating that stress relaxation in low temperature alu-
minium can create phonon bursts consistent with the
LEE, making simplifying assumptions to more easily
model the core relaxation behavior. Two areas where
the model is in tension with experimental results should
be explicitly noted.

First, this model predicts that ∼ 10-20 % of phonons
from a dislocation relaxation event are emitted into the
film (as opposed to into the crystal). Multiple exper-
iments including Ref. [32] have observed that events
which primarily couple to the phonon system seem to
entirely couple to the phonon system. While more ac-
curate simulation and experimental effects are likely to
significantly relax this tension (see Section V), future ex-
perimental and phenomenological work should focus on
this potential discrepancy.

Second, the simulated spectra in Fig. 6 differ in rate
from the experimental results [2, 3]. As discussed in sec-
tion VI, more detailed simulation grounded in a knowl-
edge of the grain size distribution at the film-crystal in-
terface is needed to more realistically simulate the rate
of dislocation relaxation events. Given realistic assump-
tions about the scale of grains, this tension seems likely
to relax significantly.

X. CONCLUSION

In this paper, I employ a model to show that the relax-
ation of thermal stress in aluminium films (as mediated
by dislocations) can produce sudden bursts of phonons
broadly consistent with the LEE. This model closely re-
produces the observed rate of LEE events, the qualitative
rate time dependence, the approximate spectrum of event
energies, and the primary coupling to the phonon system
observed for LEE events.

Further experiments (e.g. testing the relation be-
tween excess rates and aluminium coverage) as well as
phenomenological work (e.g. atomistic modeling of dis-
location depinning through tunneling, the radiation of
phonons during deceleration, and the effects of realistic
dislocation/grain configurations at the film-crystal inter-
face, see Appendix D) is needed to further support or
contradict this model. In light of this work, relaxation

processes in other materials commonly used in low tem-
perature detectors (e.g. tungsten, niobium, gold) should
be more fully considered, as they may be the true source
of the current excess, or may be responsible for events
observed in future experiments.

Recent interest in the links between the low energy
excess and the anomalous decoherence of superconduct-
ing qubits [7] suggests that extensions of this model may
also provide an explanation for so-called “quasiparticle
poisoning” [13]. Low energy events which are predom-
inantly absorbed locally in films (rather than mediated
through crystal phonons) would be an especially impor-
tant for qubit systems.
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A. APPENDIX: DISLOCATION MOTION
NUMERICAL SIMULATION

As described in the Overview, this paper relies on two
simple Python-based simulations [20].

1. Dislocation Motion and Phonon Radiation Simulation

To simulate the motion and phonon radiation from a
short length dL of dislocation impacting the film-crystal
interface, the following analytic equations of dislocation
motion (also described in section V) were numerically
solved using SciPy’s “solve ivp” method. Following Refs.
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[16, 29], I set

ω(x) =
ct
γb

exp

(
1

2
W

(
− 4γ2µs − µf

µs + µf

b2

x2

))
(15)

m∗(x) =
dm

dL
(x) =

µfb
2

4πc2t
ln

(
ct

γbω(x)

)
(16)

F ∗
rad(x, v) =

dFrad

dL
(x, v) = −µfb

2vω(x)

8c2t
(17)

F ∗
interface(x) =

dFinterface

dL
(x) =

µfb
2

4π

µs − µf

µs + µf

1

x
(18)

F ∗
tot(x, v) = F ∗

rad(x, v) + F ∗
interface(x) + τb (19)

dx2

dt2
=

F ∗
tot(x, v)

m∗(x)
(20)

where W is the Lambert W function and other symbols
are defined in the main text. The initial conditions were
x(0) = h and dx/dt(0) = 0, and I took b = 0.286 nm,
ct = 3040 m/s, µf = 25 GPa, and µs = 51 GPa.
By numerically solving these differential equations,

x(t), v(t), ω(t)... were obtained (see Fig. 3). The power
radiated into phonons by a unit length of dislocation at
each moment in time could also be computed using

P ∗
rad(t) = F ∗

rad(t)v(t)−
1

2

dm

dt
(t)v2(t) (21)

assuming that the reduction in effective dislocation mass
occurs through the radiation of phonons as described in
the main text and discussed below.

During the deceleration process, phonons will be emit-
ted in one of two directions: either into the crystal
through the crystal-film interface (when the disloca-
tion is damped while moving towards the interface, i.e.
F ∗
rad > 0, i.e. v < 0) or into the film (when the dislo-

cation is damped while moving away from the interface,
i.e. F ∗

rad < 0, i.e. v > 0). The total amount of energy
radiated in each direction can be computed by summing

dEcrystal

dL
= E∗

crystal =
∑

v(t)<0

P ∗
rad(t)∆t (22)

dEfilm

dL
= E∗

film =
∑

v(t)>0

P ∗
rad(t)∆t (23)

where ∆t is the time step of the simulation. Similarly,
the energy of phonons emitted at a given time (and there-
fore the spectrum of emitted phonons) can be calculated
using Ephonon(t) = ℏω(t), with the sign of v(t) used to
determine if these phonons are emitted into the film or
crystal. From this relation, the energy of e.g. above-
superconducting-gap phonons emitted into the crystal
can be calculated using

E∗
crystal,above−gap =

∑
v(t)<0,ℏω(t)>2∆Al

P ∗
rad(t)∆t (24)

where ∆Al is the superconducting bandgap energy.

By numerically solving this differential equation and
performing the above sums, E∗(h, τ) can be simulated
for a grid of realistic h, τ points.
As noted in the main text, this approach is only a one

dimensional analytic approximation of the true dynamics
of the system. See Appendix D for more details on how
these simulations could be more realistically performed
in future work.
Two caveats of this approach warrant explicit recog-

nition. First, as modeled in Section V, the dislocation
effective mass changes as a function of position above
the interface. While decreases in the dislocation kinetic
energy through a decrease in effective mass are easily in-
terpreted as the radiation of kinetic energy through the
emission of phonons, increases in kinetic energy due to
an increase in mass are more difficult to interpret.
Secondly, no “elastorelativistic” corrections are applied

in this model, meaning that the dislocation can acceler-
ate beyond ct for high stresses and large initial distances
between the dislocation and interface. While this sys-
tem is somewhat unique in that e.g. dislocation-phonon
damping is highly suppressed, and while supersonic dislo-
cation motion has been experimentally observed [43], su-
personic dislocations remain controversial. Future work
should attempt to more accurately model the motion of
the dislocation close to ct.

2. Monte-Carlo Based Spectrum Simulation

After simulating the emitted phonon energy per unit
length of dislocation E∗(h, τ), I calculated the total en-
ergy emitted by the entire dislocation by integrating

Etot =

∫
y

E∗(h(y), τ)dy (25)

=

∫ hmax

0

E∗(h(y), τ)
dy

dh
dh (26)

In general, the shape h(y) of the pinned dislocation
is governed by self-interaction and interactions with the
pinning site, shear stress field, and the interface, leading
to a complex shape likely only determinable using sim-
ulation (see Appendix D). Here, I make the assumption
that the dislocation shape is linear between the pinning
site and the interface, meaning that for a dislocation with
total width L(τ) (see Eqn. 1),

dh

dy
=

hmax

L(τ)
(27)

Using this assumption and the simulated E∗,
Etot(hmax, τ) can be calculated, as shown in Fig.
5.
Changes to this model of the initial dislocation shape

h(x) (e.g. assuming that the dislocation ends are pinned
away from the interface, rather than at the interface)
may increase the fraction of event energy emitted into
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the crystal phonon system, potentially resolving some of
the tension discussed in section V.

This calculation yields a total energy Etot(hmax, τ) of
e.g. phonons emitted into the crystal above the alu-
minium superconducting bandgap for a given resolved
shear stress τ and pinning distance hmax. Using a Monte
Carlo method, these were used to simulate a spectrum of
events expected in a given device (see section VI). hmax

and τ were drawn from

Pr(hmax)τ = ρDL(τ)e−hmax/(ρDL(τ)) (28)

Pr(θ) = cos(θ) (29)

τ(θ) =
σ0

2
sin(2θ) (30)

assuming σ0 = 120 MPa, and for a variety of realistic ρD
(see section VI). From these drawn values, Etot(hmax, τ)
was calculated and converted into a spectrum (see Fig.
6). These spectra were scaled assuming a total rate of
events given by Eqn. 6 (see section VI).

B. APPENDIX: SCALING DETECTOR
SPECTRA

Comparing simulated results to real data requires scal-
ing to allow for an equal-footed test. In this appendix,
I describe how the data in Refs. [2, 3] (with data taken
from the public repository described in Ref. [1]) was
scaled for Fig. 6. In general, the necessary informa-
tion (particularly how long the detector was cold when
the measurement was performed and the amount of alu-
minium film on the device surface) is not published, re-
quiring some parameters to be estimated. Better under-
standing these parameters may resolve some of the ten-
sion between simulation and experimental results seen in
Fig. 6.

For the CRESST-III main detector described in Ref.
[2], the detector was assumed to have been cold for 1 year,
and the aluminium fins were assumed to be the same size
as the aluminium fins for the CRESST-III light detector
(LD) [44].

For the CPD detector in Ref. [3] the detector was
assumed to have been cold for 8 weeks, and to have 2%
of it’s 45.6 cm2 surface area covered by aluminium [45].

To compensate for the amount of time detectors were
cold, the spectra given in Ref. [1] were scaled up by a
factor of (Time Cold)/(1 Week).

C. APPENDIX: OTHER MATERIALS

This model relies upon free (unpinned) dislocations be-
ing able to easily move around in the crystal lattice under
thermally induced stresses, i.e. that the Peierls stress is
low compared to the thermally induced stress. In the
case of aluminium, this assumption holds (see Sec. III).

Copper, gold, and other FCC metals commonly used
in low temperature devices have similarly low Peierls

stresses, and might therefore create phonon bursts simi-
lar to those created by aluminium when relaxing at low
temperatures. Key differences between these materials
and aluminium include the effective dislocation mass and
the Debye frequency (which would effect the depinning
rate), as well as the speed of sound, Burgers vector length
and shear modulus (which effect the phonon emission
process). The strength of dislocation pinning to either
impurities or forest dislocations would also be expected
to vary, which would in turn effect the depinning rate
and the scale of depinned dislocations. Finally, typical
dislocation densities in these materials may differ from
those assumed here for aluminium. The extension of this
model to other materials is left for future work. BCC
metals with somewhat low Peierls stresses such as nio-
bium [46] may also behave similarly to aluminium.
Materials with higher Peierls stresses such as tungsten

would not be expected to deform through the mecha-
nisms described in this paper, as their Peierls stresses
greatly exceed thermally induced stresses [46], making
dislocation motion through the crystal lattice difficult.
While these materials might yield after thermal stressing
(through e.g. cracking or interface delamination, see Ref.
[47] for the delamination of W on Si), they would not be
expected to deform through the motion of dislocations as
described in this model. Experimentally, thin-film tung-
sten has been deposited with stresses varying by several
GPa (see e.g. Refs. [48, 49]), suggesting that thermally
induced 100 MPa-scale stress changes are not likely to
cause macroscopic yielding (as has been observed for alu-
minium [41]).

D. APPENDIX: FUTURE WORK

The model presented in this work could be improved by
applying more existing simulation codes. In this section,
I suggest areas for future improvement, ordered similarly
to the sections in the main body of this paper.
Detailed predictions of the tunneling rate (that go

beyond the simple estimates of Mott [19] used in this
work) would need to rely on more accurate knowledge
of the dislocation-dislocation interaction potential (as-
suming that these pinning cites are responsible for ob-
servations). This could be calculated as a function of re-
solved stress, dislocation-dislocation orientation, and dis-
location distance using a density functional theory based
package such as VASP [50], similar to the work done for
impurity pinning sites [18]. Once these potentials are
known, tunneling rates for each configuration could be
calculated.
To more accurately calculate the energy emitted by

a relaxation event, a number of additional pieces of in-
formation are needed. First, knowledge of the distribu-
tion of grain sizes at the crystal-film interface is needed.
Likely, this will be provided both from characterization of
real films (using e.g. Transmission Electron Microscopy)
but also simulations of film deposition (see e.g. Refs.
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[51, 52]).
From this knowledge of the structure of the film,

the dislocation seeding and stressing process during
cooldown can be simulated in three dimensions. This
should likely be undertaken with a discrete dislocation
dynamics package such as ParaDIS [53] which would in-
clude e.g. boundary conditions which reflect thin films
and realistic grain sizes. This simulation would inform

• The density and stress distribution of locked dislo-
cations

• The shape of the pinned dislocation (which informs
the amount of stored energy and the speed of the
unpinned dislocation when impacting the interface)

• The length of the dislocation that will impact the
film-crystal interface (rather than a grain bound-
ary)

Course grained atomistic approaches (see Ref. [54]) could
also be employed. The involvement of experts will be key
to selecting the most appropriate simulation technique.

Finally, the phonon-radiating dislocation impact at
the film-crystal interface could be more accurately sim-
ulated using existing codes. Although simulations
of dislocation-phonon interactions based on a course

grained atomistic approach have been performed (see e.g.
Ref. [55]), no existing tools seem to be designed to simu-
late the radiation of high energy phonons by decelerating
dislocations. Some combination of existing codes and ex-
tensions based on the theory of dislocation-phonon inter-
actions (perhaps using the “dislon” approach [28]) should
be employed to more accurately simulate the spectrum
and direction of phonons radiated during this deceler-
ation process. This simulation could also be applied to
the impact of dislocations on e.g. grain boundaries or for-
est dislocations. Impacts with grain boundaries or forest
dislocations are very difficult to imagine understanding
analytically, and could give insight into a range of local
effects (e.g. [32]).
This three dimensional simulation of phonon-radiation

would start with the dislocation in a just-unpinned state,
track its acceleration towards the grain boundary un-
der the resolved shear stress field (naturally including
“elastorelativistic” effects), and simulate the radiation of
phonons from the dislocation as it decelerates at the in-
terface. From this, a spectrum of emitted phonons for
a given relaxation event could be calculated. Combined
with knowledge of the film configuration near the inter-
face, this could be used to create a Monte Carlo type
simulation to generate spectra which could be compared
to LEE spectra measured in real detectors.
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